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January 16
th
 Release – Bidders 

Launch: 1/17/2012 

 

This maintenance release offers new features and a collection of bug fixes to make buying at 
auction easier and safer. 
 

 

Important Announcement 
Proxibid continues to take steps to ensure we are the safest online auction site in the 

industry.   We are adding another level of transparency to Proxibid auctions by making it more 

apparent when auction companies have access to important bidder information such as 

maximum pre-bids, or if an auction company is participating in its own auctions.  Be sure to 

review auction terms and conditions for information specific to the auctions in which you 

participate. 

 

 
 

New Features and Enhancements 
 
InstaBid enabled for “Live” auction pre-bidding 

InstaBid has been enabled for “Live” auction pre-bidding on the 

website.  This feature gives buyers the ability to bid at the next 

increment with one click.  Instant bidding makes it even easier to 

bid as bidders will no longer need to type in bid amounts or 

access the bid confirmation screen.  

 

 

 

Get Started Homepage enhancements 

Proxibid has added prominent direction for new users to Proxibid on our homepage.  “Take a 

Tour” directs users to Proxibid’s “Get 

Started” page and “Sign Up Now” directs 

users to the “Create Account” screen.  
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Easy access to Proxibid Classifieds and Proxibid Tickets 

 

Our top navigation area now gives you direct access to Proxibid 

Classifieds and Proxibid Tickets.   

 

Proxibid Classifieds allows trusted buyers and sellers 

to connect to buy and sell their items.   

 

Proxibid Tickets offers users a convenient and 

inexpensive way to buy tickets across the United States.   

 

 

Updated Password Reset Email 

Our password reset email has been improved so bidders know 

exactly what to do when they reset their password.  This also 

alleviates the additional space some users encounter with the 

temporary password email. 

 

 

Use “Pre-Approve to Bid” for auctions requiring a deposit 

If a deposit is required, the “Click here to be pre-approved to bid” 

option will automatically be checked.  This enables all bidders to click on the message to 

receive instructions for submitting their deposit. 

 

 

January 16th Bug Fixes 

Proxibid Classifieds and Proxibid Tickets have been added to top navigation “Browse By” menu 

Fixed issues experienced when using special characters in Proxibid search  

Printed invoices now display the “Miscellaneous Charges” field 

Corrected time remaining messages in Bid Widget  

Now “Hot Lots” eligibility is determined by percentage of views  

“Reserve not met” is displayed correctly 

Corrected issues so that when a  leading bidder raises their max bid it will not push the lot into 
extended bidding 

Timed and Live icons no longer overlay auction company featured image 

Number of available auction pages displays correctly if system encounters rounding 

Fixed formatting issues when “Location field “ entry exceeds space  

Better associations to bidder accounts for users who update their existing email address with a 
new one 

Proxibid Inspect reports will no longer display in the Terms and Conditions area 

Bid Widget display will now show  “Your bid is between increments” message 

Auctions no longer displayed twice in auctions listing page 

Extended bidding icon now shows at top of auction before auction closes 

“Want to Participate” alignment issues have been corrected 

 


